Case Study: RPA-as-a-Service for Mortgage Lending

Embracing Automation to
Streamline the Mortgage
Experience
Guild Mortgage leverages HPA’s
RPA-as-a-Service to increase efficiencies
and deliver better customer service.
Founded in 1960, Guild Mortgage has grown from a single
office to become one of the largest and most trusted
independent mortgage lenders in the United States. In 2019,
the company set a record total loan volume of $21.71 billion,
up 32.3% from 2018. Servicing also grew to $49.43 billion
for the year. Guild services more than 237,000 loans and has
correspondent banking relationships with credit unions and
community banks in 43 states and services loans in 47 states.
The lender credits its astonishing growth on its experienced
people, entrepreneurial culture, focus on creativity and
innovation, and commitment to customer service.
Guild’s dedication to innovation is reflected in the programs
it has pioneered to offer a variety of loan options to potential
homebuyers. In 2018, it launched the 3-2-1 Home program,
which gives first-time homebuyers a low down payment option
and extra resources to make the home their own.

Guild Mortgage has been in business for
60 years, with nearly 4,000 employees
and 222 retail branches in 31 states. Its
culture of innovation and commitment to
customer service were driving factors in
adopting automation.

Outcomes
❙ Guild’s loan officers and staff can focus
on connecting with people, educating
them about the mortgage process and
building long-term relationships.
❙ $65,500 in labor savings annually
❙ Improved cycle time to sell loans faster
❙ Reduced risk of financial penalities
from lengthy processing time
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Guild was also one of the first lenders to offer loans
under Fannie Mae’s MH Advantage initiative, a
mortgage program for manufactured homes with
features and amenities comparable to traditional,
site-built single-family homes. The lender has
continued to innovate over time, introducing a
secure eClose option that allows all documents
to be signed electronically, as well as the Guildto-Go mobile application, designed to offer more
transparency and efficacy throughout the loan
process.

time of 20 to 40 minutes per investor and an
average monthly volume of more than 1700 investor
stipulation checks, the operational burden was
roughly 930 overhead hours per month. In times
of higher volume, if the post-closer could not get
to the site for a day or two, the lender risked losing
even more money since investors tend to drop their
purchase price as time goes on. Guild needed a
solution that would help improve their cycle time
for this process to avoid paying late fees and losing
profit as loans are held in suspense.

The lender also excels at delivering outstanding
customer service. Guild has built its reputation
through excellent customer service and a
commitment to developing trust and a personalized
experience for each borrower. Guild earned a
third consecutive Servicer Total Achievement and
Rewards™ (STAR™) Performer recognition from
Fannie Mae in 2019, demonstrating its companywide commitment to serving borrowers and
regulatory compliance. The STAR Program defines
industry standards and leading practices, while
recognizing Fannie Mae’s highest-performing
servicers.

Reducing Risk with Automation

A Time-Consuming Problem
In 2018, Guild sought the help of HPA to automate
the processing of investor stipulations. The investor
stipulations process helps the lender sell its loans
to investors, a process that must be completed
within 30 days of the loan closing. Investors will
mandate stipulations and conditions to be met by
the lender before the sale can go through. When
Guild employees process investor stipulations
manually, they must navigate to investor sites, where
the specific stipulations are listed, and load this
information into the Loan Origination System (LOS)
to begin satisfying the stipulations to get the loan
sold. The lengthy cycle time of manual processing
put lenders at risk for paying late fees to investors.
The subsidiary costs required to hold a loan in
suspense created an additional financial burden for
lenders. When loans are held in suspense because
of unfulfilled stipulations, it can cost hundreds or
even thousands of dollars. By eliminating the need
for human processing, Guild could substantially
reduce the risk created by this process.
Investor stipulations is run several times per day,
per investor website. With a manual processing

Investor stipulations is a great fit for automation due
to its inherent financial risk created by its lengthy
manual processing time. HPA’s robots currently
scrub investor sites once per hour, capturing
and loading new stipulations back to the lender
database so processors can easily prioritize their
work and start satisfying the conditions immediately.
Accelerating the loan selling cycle also improves
relationships with investors. Because Guild captures
stipulations faster, post-closers are able to meet the
conditions sooner, and the overall turnover ratio
is improved. Investors are much happier to work
with lenders, like Guild, who have streamlined the
process to not keep them waiting.
Selling loans faster also helps to improve the
borrower experience. All too often, borrowers are
uncertain of when and where they should start
making payments on their new loan. By quickly
getting the loan sold and the investor established,
borrowers can stay informed and reduce the risk of
missing a payment.
Since May 2019 when the investor stipulations
robots went live, Guild Mortgage has saved more
than $65,500 in labor costs and eliminated the risk
for financial penalties due to lengthy processing.
Guild’s confidence in HPA’s automation services
has prompted the lender to expand its automation
initiative in 2021.
“The HPA automation allows us to deliver
cleaner loan files, more quickly, and greatly
improve the communication process and the
timeline for follow up items.”
- David Battany, Executive Vice President,
Capital Markets, Guild Mortgage Company LLC
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“The partnership with HPA has
been great for us. We were able to
quickly innovate and jointly deliver an
automated solution that integrates
with various investor portals and
solves a complex business problem
with complying with investor
requirements.”
> Karthik Sivaramakrishnan, Vice President, Technology Strategy & Innovation,
Guild Mortgage Company LLC
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About Cognizant Banking and Financial Services
Cognizant’s Banking and Financial Services business unit which includes consumer lending, commercial finance, leasing insurance, cards, payments,
banking, investment banking, wealth management and transaction processing, is the company’s largest industry segment, serving leading financial
institutions in North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. These include six out of the top 10 North American financial institutions and nine out of the top 10
European banks. The practice leverages its deep domain and consulting expertise to provide solutions across the entire financial services spectrum, and
enables our clients to manage business transformation challenges, drive revenue and cost optimization, create new capabilities, mitigate risks, comply
with regulations, capitalize on new business opportunities, and drive efficiency, effectiveness, innovation and virtualization. For more, please visit
cognizant.com/banking-financial-services.

About HPA, A Cognizant Company
HPA is the leading RPA-as-a-Service provider for lenders seeking secure, reliable intelligent automation solutions. As a proven automation Center of
Excellence, we utilize our proprietary technology and extensive reusable code library to deliver scalable RPA programs that accelerate ROI and reduce
total cost of ownership.. For more information, please visit hpa.services.

About Guild Mortgage Company LLC
Founded in 1960 when the modern U.S. mortgage industry was just forming, Guild Mortgage Company is a nationally recognized independent mortgage
lender providing residential mortgage products and local in-house origination and servicing. Guild’s collaborative culture and commitment to diversity
and inclusion enable it to deliver a personalized experience for each customer. As of October 2020, Guild has nearly 4,000 employees and 222 retail
branches in 31 states. It has correspondent banking relationships with credit unions and community banks in 43 states and services loans in 47 states.
Guild’s highly trained loan professionals are experienced in government-sponsored programs such as FHA, VA, USDA, down payment assistance
programs and other specialized loan programs. Its shares trade on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol GHLD.

About Cognizant
Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world’s leading professional services companies, transforming clients’ business, operating and technology
models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses.
Headquartered in the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 193 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admired companies in the world. Learn
how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.
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